THE MARRIAGE MOMENT:
“WE INHERIT NOTHING TRULY, BUT WHAT OUR
ACTIONS MAKE US WORTHY OF” 1
Fredrick E. Vars*
In its landmark Obergefell v. Hodges2 decision, the United States Supreme Court
held that same-sex couples have the same right to marry as others.3 “[M]arriage is
essential to our most profound hopes and aspirations,” the Court declared.4 This is
certainly true for many people, but marriage is not an unmitigated good. Like all things,
it can be abused. As the right to marry expands, the potential for such abuse ought to be
narrowed.
In particular, suppose an elderly person is completely dependent upon a nurse.
The nurse pressures the patient into executing a will leaving everything to the nurse.
After the patient dies, the family challenges the will on undue influence grounds, and
likely wins.5 But suppose instead the nurse pressures the patient to marry. Marriage,
too, can be set aside on undue influence grounds, but in most jurisdictions not after a
spouse has died.6 The unscrupulous nurse keeps the ill-gotten spousal share.
Obergefell has increased the potential for this type of abuse. A recent Illinois case
illustrates.7 A same-sex partner allegedly exerted undue influence over several years to
become the sole beneficiary of William Drewry’s trust.8 Drewry’s family’s undue
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influence claim—including alleged deceit, isolation, and abuse of a power of
attorney—survived a motion to dismiss.9 During this period the couple wed in Canada.
Had that marriage been recognized in Illinois, the partner might have kept the spousal
share even if undue influence were found and the trust invalidated.
Here is my proposal: a person who procures a marriage solely to receive
advantages at death and through misconduct that would support a will contest should
not be treated as a spouse for purposes of intestacy, the elective share, or other death
benefits.10
Marriage has impacts beyond life. Indeed, the named plaintiff in Obergefell
wanted nothing more than to be listed as surviving spouse on his husband’s death
certificate.11 A marriage’s invalidity should also transcend death for purposes of
inheritance.
To be clear, the proposed change is to probate law, not to family law. It is not a
new avenue for annulment; it merely relies in part on traditional will contest doctrines
to determine who counts as a “spouse” for purposes of inheritance. A marriage held
ineffective for succession may be effective for other purposes.
Consistent with this proposal, one New York court allowed a posthumous undue
influence challenge to a marriage:
Nidia procured the marriage itself through overreaching and undue
influence. Nidia should not be permitted to benefit from that conduct any
more than should a person who engages in overreaching and undue influence
by having himself or herself named in the will of a person he or she knows to
be mentally incapacitated.12
Florida has recently enacted a statute along the same lines.13
New York and Florida have it mostly right, but will contest doctrines should not
be transplanted into the marriage context without some pruning. Because marriage
impacts more than inheritance and often has many motives, my proposal is more
limited. Under the present proposal, only wrongdoers who procured marriages solely
for death benefits would be disqualified.14
People should remain free to marry with their eyes open to the fact that an
inheritance may be part of their partner’s motivation. Marrying for money has a long
tradition and should not itself invalidate the union. But a court deciding who will
benefit from one spouse’s death should not allow itself to be complicit in the other
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spouse’s wrongful scheme hatched and executed solely to gain an inheritance.
The present proposal derives not from a purely mechanical analogy to will
contests, but rather from the equitable principle that one should not be allowed to profit
from one’s wrongdoing. As early as 1957, the New Hampshire Supreme Court in Patey
v. Peaslee15 articulated essentially the same test on precisely the same foundation.16
Sadly, Patey was long neglected and continues to be so. A 2003 Alaska Supreme
Court case concluded that Patey “has never been followed under similar circumstances
since it was issued in 1957.”17 A fairly comprehensive 2014 review of states
summarized an earlier opinion in the Patey case, but did not even reference the key
decision.18 The New York case quoted above correctly grounded its holding in this
equitable principle, though without citing Patey.19
It may be harder now for jurisdictions to reverse course and adopt the present
proposal than it would have been if they had followed Patey earlier. On the other hand,
Americans’ attention is focused on marriage more intensely than at any time in recent
memory. One way to respect the recently expanded institution of marriage is to deny
death benefits in wrongfully procured ones.
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